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GENERAL

Durable, ultimate quality microfibre cloth for cleaning almost any surface. 

- Time savings through effective and fast cleaning.

- Can be washed at least 600 times. 

- Can absorb six times its own weight. 

- Strong edge finish, so that the microfibre cloth does not shrink. 

- Nordic Swan Ecolabel.

The Greenspeed® Original microfibre cloth is dry, as well as slightly damp, the ideal 

partner for daily cleaning of practically every surface. The microfibre technology of 

Greenspeed® guarantees quality and provides this durable cloth with its unique 

cleaning and absorbing capacities. With good reason, the Original microfibre cloth is 

certified with the Nordic Swan Ecolabel, the Scandinavian label that imposes strict 

requirements concerning environment, quality and health.

Used dry, the Original is an ideal dust cloth. Slightly damp, it removes dust and dirt 

without any problem, leaving no wipe marks. TNO research proved that an Original 

microfibre cloth, charged with only water, removes dirt even faster and more 

effectively than a traditional cloth charged with a detergent.

Due to the sound finish of the edges of the Greenspeed® Original it is a non-

shrinkable microfibre cloth that, even after many launderings, keeps its original 

dimensions.
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USAGE

- Before using the first time, wash the cloth once in the washing machine. 

- Fold the cloth (3x dubble). 

- Use all 16 surfaces one by one, change regularly.

- Used dry, the Original is an ideal dust cloth. Slightly damp, it removes dust and dirt without any problem, leaving no wipe marks. 

- For damp cleaning: Spray on the cloth with a spray bottle.

- We recommend washing the cloths at 60° C using a washing detergent suitable for coloured fabrics.

Machine wash, 90 °C Do not bleach Tumble dry, low heat (60 

°C)

Do not iron Wash without fabric 

softener
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions product (WxHxD) 40 x .2 x 40 cm

Dimensions: 40 x 40 cm

Content: 10 pieces

Colour: Green

Weight: ± 50 g

Material: 100% microfibre

LOGISTIC DATA

Product

Article

Unit

Content

Dimensions

Gross weight

Net weight

EAN code

3301007

Parcel

10

21 x 8 x 21 cm

530 g

500 g

8716254000223

Packing

Quantity per packing

Dimensions

Gross weight

EAN code

24

61 x 31 x 41 cm

14500 g

8716254004849

Pallet

Quantity per pallet

Layers

Units per layer

384

4

96
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